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1.
The Camassa]Holm equation
u y u q 3uu s 2u u q uut x x t x x x x x x x
w xwas recently derived 2 to describe the motion of solitary waves on shallow
water. It presents interesting features that do not arise in the well-known
 .Korteweg]de Vries KdV model, for example, the solitary wave for the
Camassa]Holm equation has a corner at its peak. The interaction of two
w xsolitary waves also presents striking differences with the case of KdV 2 .
Let us consider the associated spectral problem in which the time t of
the Camassa]Holm equation appears only as a parameter:
1y0 s y q lmy , 1 .4
 .when m s u y u we call m the potential . We look for those values ofx x
l g R for which the above equation has a periodic or an antiperiodic
 .solution. While the solution u t, x of the Camassa]Holm equation devel-
ops in a complicated way, the periodic and antiperiodic spectrum remain
w xunchanged. The spectral information provided in 3 makes it possible to
write the solution of the Camassa]Holm equation explicitly for a large
 . w xclass of initial data finite-gap solutions . In 3 we gave a quite precise
 . 1w xdescription of the spectrum of 1 if m g C 0, 1 . If some of the methods
w x w x in 3 can be adapted to the more general but natural case m g C 0, 1 the
distribution of eigenvalues is actually proved for continuous potentials and
the asymptotics of the eigenvalues is the same if the potential is only
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w x.continuous, as proved in 1 , to show the persistence of the spectral
picture in the case of a continuous potential, we have to follow a different
w xmethod than in 3 to get the necessary information about the oscillation of
w x eigenfunctions, the method in 3 depending heavily in the derivation of
the formulas showing how the auxiliary spectrum}or Dirichlet spectrum
.}moves under translation in the potential on the differentiability of m. It
is the aim of this paper to present this method. For reasons explained
w xabove, all we have to do in order to show that all the conclusions from 3
hold even in the case when the potential is just continuous is to determine
the number of zeros of the eigenfunctions.
w xThe notation we use is the same as in 3 . Our arguments will be mainly
of a geometric nature.
2.
w xLet m g C 0, 1 . We proved
w x  . w xTHEOREM 1 3 . Assume that m x k 0 on 0, 1 .
 .  . w x1 If m x F 0, x g 0, 1 , then there is a simple periodic ground state
l ) 0 followed by alternately antiperiodic and periodic pairs0
l - l F l - l F l - ???0 1 2 3 4
of simple or double eigen¨alues accumulating at `. There is precisely one
 .element m simple eigen¨alue of the auxiliary spectrum in each inter¨ alk
w xl , l , k s 1, 2, . . . , and no others.2 ky1 2 k
 .  . w x  .2 If m x G 0, x g 0, 1 , the pattern of 1 is simply reflected in
l s 0.
 .  . w x3 If m x changes sign on 0, 1 , then there are two simple periodic
ground states lq) 0 and ly- 0 and lq is followed, ly preceded by0 0 0 0
alternately antiperiodic and periodic pairs
??? - lyF ly- ly- lq- lq F lq- ???2 1 0 0 1 2
of simple or double eigen¨alues accumulating at ` and y` respecti¨ ely. As
before, there is precisely one element of the auxiliary spectrum simple eigen-
. w y q x w y y x¨alue in each inter¨ al of the form l , l or l , l , k s 1,2 ky1 2 k 2 k 2 ky1
2, . . . ,and no others.
 .We consider now the problem of the number of zeros in 0, 1 of the
eigenfunctions.
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 .Let us write 1 as a system
10 lm x q y9 . 4y9 s y, y s . 2 . /y /1 0
 .The fundamental matrix solution of 1 is
yX x yX x .  .2 1Y x s , x g R . .  /y x y x .  .2 1
 .   . .Observe that the characteristic equation for 1 becomes det Y 1 y r s
0. We denote by r s ry1 the roots of the characteristic equation.1 2
We distinguish the following situations:
 .I The roots of the characteristic equation are real and positi¨ e, distinct
from 1.
 .We have that Y 1 has the eigenvalues r and r . Thus there is an1 2
invertible real matrix S with
r 01 y1Y 1 s S S .  /0 r2
Let b ) 0 be such that e b s r , eyb s r . The matrix1 2
b 0 y1K s S S /0 yb
K  .has the property that e s Y 1 . If we define
Z x s Y x eyx K .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .we have that Z 0 s I and Z x q 1 s Z x since Y x q 1 s Y x Y 12
both satisfy the same matrix differential equation with the same initial
.  w x.condition . Moreover, by Liouville's formula see 4, p. 46 , we have
det Y x s 1, det eyx K s 1. .
 .Thus det Z x s 1.
Let ¨ , ¨ be eigenvectors of K corresponding to the eigenvalues bq y
and yb. If c s a¨ q b¨ , denoteq y
¨ x s e x Kc s ae b x¨ q beyb x¨ . q y
 x K b x x K yb x .  .we have that e ¨ s e ¨ , e ¨ s e ¨ and the solution of 2q q y y
 .with initial condition y 0 s c is
y x s Z x ¨ x s ae b xZ x ¨ q beyb xZ x ¨ . .  .  .  .  .q y
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 4On the plane ¨ there will be a saddle point:
v+
O v–
 .If Z x were an orthogonal transformation, this plane would be rotated
 .by Z x as a rigid body, so that we can understand the behavior of the
 .  .solutions of 2 . In general, Z x need not be orthogonal, but we still able
to describe the behavior of the solutions.
 .  .Let A x be an absolutely continuous matrix function such that A 0 s
 .  .  .  .  .I , det A x s 1, and A x q 1 s A x or A x q 1 s yA x on R. If2
 .  .a / 0 is an arbitrary vector and we define a x s A x a , let w denote0 0 a
 . w x  .the rotation of the vector a x in time 0, 1 . Since A 1 s "I , we have2
 .  .w s np where n g Z is even if A x is periodic and odd if A x isa
antiperiodic. The number n is independent of the choice of a / 00
 .  .  .  .  .but depends only on A x : if a x s A x a , b x s A x b , then0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5det a, b s det a , b s det a , b and so the area of the parallelogram0 0 0 0
 .  .spanned by a x and b x is an invariant, thus neither vector overcomes
the other and neither can the two vectors form an angle G p ; since the
 .  .rotations of a x and b x may differ only by an integral multiple of p ,
they must be the same.
We define so the classes R : the set of absolutely continuous matrixn
 .  .  .  .functions A x with A 0 s I , det A x s 1 on R, and A x periodic2
 . antiperiodic with period 1 and rotation number n s 2k respectively
.n s 2k q 1 , k s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . .
 . LEMMA. Let u x be a non¨anishing continuous ¨ector function for
.  .  .  .  .x g R and let A x g R , z x s A x u x . Then w s kp q w .k z u
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 .Proof. Let us first show that we can join A x continuously to an
 .  .  .orthogonal transformation O x by a curve O x , t g 0, 1 , lying in R .t k
 . 5  .  .5  .  . w .  .  .If A x s a x , a x , u x s arg a x g 0, 2p , u x s arg a x1 2 1 1 2 2
w .  . <  . < <  . <   .  ..g 0, 2p , since det A x s a x a x sin u x y u x s 1, we have1 2 2 1
0 - u x y u x - p . .  .2 1
 .  .so that a x succeeds a x by an angle -p .2 1
0 y1 .  .  <  . < <  . <  .  ..Let a x s Ja x , J s thus a x s a x and a x H a x1 1 1 /1 0
and let us define
1
5 5O x s a x , a x . .  .  .1< <a x .1
 .  .  .  .If b x s 1 y t a x q ta x , 0 F t F 1, we see thatt 2
5 5 5 5d x s det a x , b x s 1 y t det a x , a x .  .  .  .  .  .t 1 t 1 2








O x s a x , b x , 0 F t F 1, .  .  .t 1 td x’  .t
 .   . .  .we will have O 0 s I since A 0 s I , det O x s 1, andt 2 2 t
O x q 1 s "O x .  .t t
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 .  .  .  .since the vectors a x and b x have this property and d x q 1 s d x1 t t t
for 0 F t F 1 and x g R. Writing
a x a x .  .1
O x s , .
< < < <a x a x .  .1
 .  .and remembering that a x and a x are orthogonal by construction, we1
 .see that O x is an orthogonal matrix for any x g R. Observe that
 .  .  .  .  .O x s A x , O x s O x , so that the curve O x , 0 F t F 1, joins0 1 t
 .  .continuously A x to the orthogonal transformation O x .
 .  .Clearly, the rotation number n t of O x is a continuous function of tt
 .  .which takes only integer values. Since n 0 s k we have n t s k, 0 F
t F 1.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Let us define w x s O x u x . Since w 0 s O 0 u 0 s u 0 ,t t t t
 .  .  .  .w 1 s O 1 u 1 s "u 0 , 0 F t F 1, we have that the angle w is at t w t
multiple of p and, depending continuously on t, is independent of t,
 .  .  .0 F t F 1. We get w s w , i.e. w s w where w x s O x u x . Thew w z w 10 1 1
 .plane where the vector u x moves is rotated by the orthogonal transfor-
 . w xmation O x , as a rigid body, though an angle kp in time 0, 1 . Clearly,
w s kp q w thus w s w q kp .w u z u1
 .Let us now go back to situation I .
 .  .The transformation Z x g R for some integer n. Since Z x need2 n
 4not be orthogonal, the plane ¨ will be generally not only rotated but also
 .   . .deformed by an area-preserving deformation Z x recall det Z x s 1 .
w x  4In time 0, 1 , the plane ¨ turns through the angle 2np and returns to its
 .original position. We have w s 0 if a s 0 or b s 0 and w g 0, p or¨ ¨
 .w g yp , 0 if a / 0, b / 0, so that, by the lemma, the rotations of the¨
 . b x  .  . yb x  . w xsolutions y x s e Z x ¨ and y x s e Z x ¨ in time 0, 1 are1 q 2 y
 .  . x K2np . If a / 0 and b / 0, the solution y x s Z x e c is such that
w g 2n y 1 p , 2n q 1 p .  . .y
and w / 2np .y
 .II The roots of the characteristics equation are real and negati¨ e, distinct
from y1.
 .We have that Y 1 has the eigenvalues r and r . Thus there is an1 2
invertible real matrix S with
r 01 y1Y 1 s S S . .  /0 r2
b yb  .If b ) 0 is such that ye s r , ye s r , we define K as in case I1 2
K  .  .  . yx Kand we find that e s yY 1 . We will have that Z x s Y x e g
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R for some n g Z. Repeating the arguments from above, we find that2 nq1
w g 2np , 2n q 2 p . .y
 .  .  .  . x Kfor any solution y x and w s 2n q 1 p if and only if y x s aZ x e ¨y q
x K .  .or y x s aZ x e ¨ for some a g R, a / 0.y
 .III The roots of the characteristic equation lie on the unit circle and are
different from "1.
 . iu yiuLet u g 0, p be such that e s r , e s r . There is an invertible1 2
real matrix S with
cos u ysin u y1Y 1 s S S . .  /sin u cos u
The matrix
0 yu y1K s S S /u 0
K  .  .  . yx Kis such that e s Y 1 . If we define Z x s Y x e , we have
Z 0 s I , det Z x s 1, Z x q 1 s Z x . .  .  .  .2
 .Thus Z x g R for some n g Z.2 n
1Let ¨ s S and observe that K¨ s iu ¨ , K¨ s yiu ¨ . If c ,0 0 0 0 0 1 /yi
y1c g C, the condition for c ¨ q c ¨ to be real is equivalent to c S ¨ q2 1 0 2 0 1 0
y1 2c q c1 2c S ¨ s g R , i.e. c s c . We deduce that the general solu-2 0 2 1yic q ic /1 2
 .tion of 2 is
x Ky x s Z x e c ¨ q c ¨ , c g C. .  .  .1 0 1 0 1
Consider first the motion
cos u x ysin u x .  .x K y1¨ x s e c ¨ q c ¨ s S S ¨ 0 . .  . .1 0 1 0  /sin u x cos u x .  .
 4This motion occurs on ellipses around 0 in the ¨ -plane. The rotation
sense is trigonometric if det S ) 0 and inverse trigonometric if det S - 0.
 .To see this, the sense being the same for all ¨ 0 / 0, let us take
1 a b¨ 0 s , Ss with .  /  /0 c d
1 d yby1S s  / / yc adet S
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and we get that
p 1 bd q ac0 y1 1y1¨ s S S s ,2 2 /  /  /  /1 0 0 c q d2u det S
p y1 0 1 1y1¨ s S S s y . /  /  /  /0 y1 0 0u
 .If det S ) 0, the vector ¨ pr2u is in the upper half-plane and since
 .  .¨ pru s y¨ 0 and the time to return to the initial position is 2pru , we
w x  .deduce that, in time 0, pru , the vector ¨ x rotates with p and so, in
w x  .  .time 0, 1 , it will rotate with some angle in 0, p . We have w g 0, p for¨
 .any ¨ 0 .
 .Similarly, if det S - 0, w g yp , 0 for any solution.¨
det S > 0 det S < 0
By the lemma we have that w s 2np q w . Thus, if det S ) 0,y ¨
w g 2np , 2n q 1 p . .y
 .  .for any solution y x of 1 , and if det S - 0,
w g 2n y 1 p , 2np . .y
 .  .for any solution y x of 2 .
 .  .IV The case Y 1 s I .2
 .  .In this case Y x g R for some n g Z and so, the solution of 2 with2 n
 .initial condition c being Y x c, by the lemma, w s 2np for all solutionsy
 .  .  4y x of 2 }all points of the ¨ -plane are fixed.
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 .  .V The case Y 1 s yI .2
 .We have that Y x g R for some n g Z and we find that w s2 nq1 y
 .  .  .  42n q 1 p for all solutions y x of 2 }all points of the ¨ -plane are
fixed.
 .  .VI r s r s 1 but Y 1 / I .1 2 2
 .The Jordan canonical form of Y 1 is
1 1 . /0 1
Thus there exists an invertible matrix S with1
1 1 y1Y 1 s S S . . 1 1 /0 1
1 0The matrix S s S is such that1 0 1re /
1 e y1Y 1 s S S . .  /0 1
If we define
0 1 y1K s S S , /0 0
K  .then e s Y 1 , so that if we let
Z x s Y x eyx K .  .
 .we will have Z x g R for some n g Z.2 n
Taking into account the form of K, there exist two linearly independent
1 0vectors ¨ s S , ¨ s S such that K¨ s 0, K¨ s ¨ . Thus1 2 1 2 1 /  /0 1
e x K ¨ s I q xK ¨ s ¨ , e x K ¨ s I q xK ¨ s ¨ q x¨ .  .1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1
2 3  .since K s K s ??? s 0. The general solution of 2 is
x K w xy x s Z x e c s Z x c q a x¨ .  .  . 2 1
if c s a ¨ q a ¨ , a , a g R. The motion1 1 2 2 1 2
¨ x s c q a x¨ . 2 1
 4in the ¨ -plane takes place along lines parallel to ¨ , with a velocity which1
increases with the distance from ¨ .1
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5 5Observe that det ¨ , ¨ s det S. Thus, if det S ) 0, we have that w g1 2 ¨
 xyp , 0 with w s 0 if and only if c s a ¨ , and if det S - 0, we have that¨ 1 1
w .w g 0, p with w s 0 if and only if c s a ¨ . By the lemma, we have¨ ¨ 1 1
 .that det S ) 0 .
xw g 2n y 1 p , 2np .y
 .  .  .for all solutions y x of 2 , or det S - 0
w g 2np , 2n q 1 p . .y
 .  .  .for all solutions y x of 2 and w s 2np if and only if y 0 s a ¨ , i.e., ify 1 1
and only if the solution is periodic.
 .  .VII r s r s y1 but Y 1 / yI .1 2 2
 .The Jordan canonical form of Y 1 is
y1 1 . /0 y1
Thus there exists an invertible matrix S with1
y1 1 y1Y 1 s S S . . 1 1 /0 y1
1 0The matrix S s S is such that1  /0 e
1
1 y1Y 1 s yS S . . e 00 1
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If we define
0 y1 y1K s S S , /0 0
K  .then e s yY 1 , so that if we let
Z x s Y x eyx K .  .
 .we will have Z x g R for some n g Z.2 nq1
 .The situation is similar to case VI describe above: we have that
w g 2np , 2n q 1 p  .y
 .  .for all solutions y x of 2 if det S - 0 and
w g 2n q 1 p , 2n q 2 p .  . .y
 .  .  .for all solutions y x of 2 if det S ) 0 and w s 2n q 1 p if and only ify
 .y x is an antiperiodic solution.
 . w xTHEOREM 2. Suppose m x k 0 on 0, 1 . The eigenfunction correspond-
q y .ing to the element l , l , or l n G 0 of the periodic or antiperiodicn n n
w . x w .spectrum has exactly n q 1 r2 zeros on 0, 1 . The eigenfunction corre-
q y  .sponding to the element m , m , or m n G 1 of the auxiliary spectrum hasn n n
 .exactly n y 1 zeros on 0, 1 .
 .There is a nice kinematic interpretation of 1 where heuristic considera-
tions are helpful in suggesting the statement of Theorem 2.
The equation
1y0 y q lm x y s 0 . .4
 .is that of a harmonic oscillator. Here y x is the position coordinate on
the real line at time x of a particle P moving along the line under the
influence of a central force proportional to the distance from P to O with
factor of proportional to the distance from P to O with factor of
1  .  .proportionality y y lm x depending on the time x. The zeros of y x4
are simply the times of passage of P through O.
The elements of the auxiliary spectrum are those values of l for which
 .the particle, being initially at time 0 at position O, is at time 1 again at
1 <  . < .the position O. We expect a stronger force we mean q lm x bigger4
to give more frequent oscillations than a weaker one. The precise state-
ment is given by Theorem 2.
 . w xProof of Theorem 2. Assume that m x changes sign on 0, 1 and let us
prove the assertion of the theorem for lq , n G 0, and mq, n G 1.n n
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 .We transform 1 into
10 lm x q y9 . 4y9 s A x y s y, y s , 2.l .  .l  /y /1 0
with fundamental matrix solution
yX x , l yX x , l .  .2 1Y x s , x g R . .l  /y x , l y x , l .  .2 1
cos u .Let us now introduce the rotation function c u . If a s , letl u  /sin u
 .c u s w . Clearly, if a s ca , c g R, c / 0, we have w sl Y  x .a u Y  x .al u l u
 .  .w . The function c u depends continuously on l, u and representsY  x .a ll
 .the angle through which the solution of 2.l with initial condition ca ,u
w xc / 0, turns in time 0, 1 .
Fix lq , k G 0. We show that if a is the initial condition of the periodick u
 .  q.  .antiperiodic solution of 2.l , then c u is strictly increasing in ak l
q  .neighborhood of l as a function of l for fixed u .k
 .   .4Let u x s Arg y x be a continuous branch of the argument of thel l
vector y s Y a . We havel l u
y x .l
u x s arctan . . Xl y x .l
Thus
X ­ y­ y ­ y ll lX det y ,y y y ll l­ul ­l­l ­ls s .2 2X X2 2­l y q y y q y .  .l l l l
 .Differentiating 2.l with respect to l, we obtain that
d ­ y ­ y ­ Al l ls A x q y .l ldx ­l ­l ­l
<and since ­ y r­l s 0, we obtain by the variation of constants formulaxs0l
that
x­ y ­ Al ly1s Y x Y t y t dt , .  .  .Hl l l­l ­l0
x­ y ­ Al ly1det y , s det Y x a , Y t y t dt . .  .  .Hl l u l l 5­l ­l0
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 .Since det Y x s 1 we getl
x­ y ­ Al ly1det y , s det a , Y t y t dt .  .Hl u l l­l ­l0
x ­ Aly1s det a , Y t y t dt .  .H u l l­l0
x ­ Als det Y t a , y t dt .  .H l u l­l0
x 0 m t .s det y t , y t dt .  .H l l /0 00
x
2s y m t y t dt. .  .H l
0
At l s lq we getk
1 2
qH m x y x dx­u  .  .0 ll k1 s y ) 0 . 2X2q­l lsl q qy 1 q y 1k  .  .  .l lk k
since
11 1 12Xq 2 2
q q qyl m x y x dx s y x dx q y x dx ) 0 .  .  .  .  .H H Hk l l lk k k40 0 0
 . qand this proves that c u is strictly increasing in a neighborhood of ll k
 .as a function of l for fixed u .
At l s 0 we find that
1 1 1 1x r2 yx r2 x r2 yx r2e q e e y e2 2 4 4
Y x s , x g R , .0 1 1x r2 yx r2 x r2 yx r2 /e y e e q e2 2
 . 1r2 y1r2so that Y 1 has the eigenvalues r s e , r s e . It is not hard to0 1 2
e x r2 w x see that the solution rotates with 0 on 0, 1 . We have see situationx r2 /2 e
 ..I that
wyp - f u - p , u g 0, 2p . . .0
w q.  .For any l g 0, l we are in situation I . Thus, by the continuity of0
 .c u , we will havel
qyp - c u - p , l g 0, l , u g 0, 2p , . ..l 0
 .  ..and for such l there is a u with c u s 0 see situation I .l l l
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For l s lq we have either0
w wqc u g 0,p , u g 0, 2p , . . .l0
or
x wqc u g yp , 0 , u g 0, 2p . .  .l0
 q q.The latter would imply that on l , l we have0 1
wc u g yp , 0 , u g 0, 2p , .  . .l
 . qwhich contradicts the strict monotonicity of c u at l s l for the fixedl 0
 q.value of u corresponding to the periodic solution of 2.l . Thus0
w wqc u g 0, p , u g 0, 2p , . . .l0
 q q.and for l g l , l we have0 1
wc u g 0, p , u g 0, 2p . .  . .l
If lqs lq we have1 2
wqc u s p , u g 0, 2p , . .l1
whereas if lq) lq, then2 1
x wqc u g 0, p , u g 0, 2p , .  .l1
 q q.and for l g l , l , we have1 2
wc u g 0, 2p , u g 0, 2p , .  . .l
and
w wqc u g p , 2p , u g 0, 2p , . . .l2
or
x wqc u g 0, p , u g 0, 2p . .  .l2
 q q.The latter is not possible since it would imply that, on l , l ,2 3
wc u g 0, p , u g 0, 2p , .  . .l
 . qcontradicting monotonicity of c u at l s l for the fixed value of ul 2
 q.corresponding to the initial value of the antiperiodic solution of 2.l .1
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Thus
w wqc u g p , 2p , u g 0, 2p , . . .l2
 q q.and, on l , l ,2 3
wc u g p , 2p , u g 0, 2p . .  . .l
The procedure never ends and so we can see that the eigenfunction
q w x w . xcorresponding to l , n G 0, rotates on 0, 1 with n q 1 r2 p , whereasn
 . q w xthe eigenfunction y x corresponding to m , n G 1, rotates on 0, 1 withn n
 .  . .some angle in n y 1 p , n q 1 p .
y
y ´0
In order to conclude there is one last remark we ought to make. Let
 .y 9 x .  .l / 0 and let y x be any nontrivial solution of 1 . The trajectory  .y x /
 .on the y9, y -plane does not pass through the origin and cuts the y9-axis
in such a way that its tangent to the positive direction in the sense of the
.increasing argument at the intercept is vertical.
 .Moreover, y x increases if y9 ) 0 and decreases if y9 - 0. Thus, if the
 .y 9 xvector turns through the angle p from time x to time x , this1 2 .y x /
 .rotation takes place in the positive direction and the function y x has
w .exactly one zero on x , x .1 2
 . qAlso, if y x is the eigenfunction corresponding to l , we cannot have0 0
 .  .  .y 0 s 0 since this would imply by periodicity that y 1 s y 0 s 0 and0 0 0
we know that lq is not in the auxiliary spectrum. Having rotation 0 in0
 . w .time from 0 to 1, we find that y x has no zero on 0, 1 .0
We deduce by the above remarks the statement about the periodic and
antiperiodic spectrum.
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 . qIf y x is the eigenfunction corresponding to m , n G 1, of the auxil-n n
 . w xiary spectrum, we saw that y x rotates in 0, 1 by some angle inn
 .  . .n y 1 p , n q 1 p and since
y 0 s y 1 s 0 .  .n n
we deduce that it rotates with exactly np . This completes the proof in view
of the previous observation made in connection with the phase space of
 .equation 2.l .
Note added in proof. In the proof of Theorem 2 we distinguish between
the cases I]VII as l runs from zero to infinity using the spectral informa-
w xtion provided in 3 ; see also Theorem 1.
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